
HURLEY 1XI  v Holyport – 26th July 2014 

Holyport 
W Sennett c Taylor b Kayani 12 

C Morgan C Bhagwani b Kayani 19 

K Baillie b Bhagwani 62 

I Kane c Ridgeway b Kayani 8 

S Miller b Akhtar 0 

A Cooper c Choudrey b Todd 6 

P Samuels c Taylor b Ridgeway 9 

J Walker lbw Ridgeway 2 

A Thompson  c Taylor b Akhtar 8 

P Morgan Not Out 11 

T Hayes b Akhtar 0 

 Extras 12 

1.10-3.46 Total 149ao 

 

S Kayani 10-2-44-3 P Todd  5-3-6-1 

N Akhtar 10.4-5-23-3 V Bhagwani 6-0-26-1 

P Ridgeway 12-0-37-2 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b Walker 12 

V Bhagwani c Hayes b Morgan 0 

N Akhtar b Morgan 31 

S Kayani c C Morgan b P Morgan 27  

S Taylor b Walker 29 

C Williams c ? b Morgan 0 

D Ball c Cooper b Hayes 0 

D Day b Walker 14 

G Double Not Out 2 

A Choudrey b Walker 4 

P Todd b Walker 1 

 Extras 24 

4.15-7.15 Total 144ao 

 

T Hayes 15-4-33-1 P Samuels 11-4-19-0 

P Morgan 15-7-30-4 C Morgan 4-2-6-0 

J Walker 10.2-1-39-5 

 

Poised to build on their excellent win last week at 81-2 chasing a modest 150 to win, an ugly 

sweep, more suited to the back yard than the pristine 22 yards of Hurley triggered yet 

another collapse and defeat for Hurley against Holyport. To be fair, Hurley were carrying a 

tail longer than a Norse Saga, but having done the heavy lifting of dismissing the visitors 

cheaply, vital survival points were squandered. 

 

Holyport were asked to bat on a good deck and fast outfield, but were rocked by the early 

loss of 3 wickets for 39 all to Shoab Kayani (3-44) as his leg breaks were sliced to gully, point 

and slip where Phil Ridgeway took a sharp right handed catch to remove Ian Kane. Kelvin 

Baillie (62) proved more than obdurate attacking the bad ball and shepherding the batting. 

Not even gentle sledging from Greg Double, pointing out that there were plenty gaps on the 

high street so why couldn’t he find them, failed to dislodge the batsman until the score hit 

129 and he fell to Vikram Bhagwani, the 8th wicket to fall. Hurley’s own superhero, Naeem 

Akhtar (3-23) bowled aggressively and deserved more reward, returning for a second spell to 

wrap up the innings. With the experience of Phil Ridgeway (2-37) as the spin option, this 



ensured only 3 other batsmen reached double figures as Holyport were dismissed in the 44th 

over for 149, underperforming and rueing the previous night’s revelries hosting Mark Butcher. 

 

 Hurley’s curious experiment with a pinch hitter in Bhagwani chasing a modest total in 56 

overs lasted two balls as his wicket was gifted in the second over. The home side’s fortunes 

rested on sensible batting from the top five. Ridgeway (12) and Akhtar (31) added 34 in 10 

overs before Jay Walker (5-39) stepped off the pavement to clip Ridgeway’s off bail with the 

score on 38. Kayani (27) joined Akhtar in another fruitful partnership of 43 to set Hurley looking 

if not pretty, then pretty well poised on the precipice. The return of Paul Morgan (4-30) 

sparked a short circuit in the brain of Akhtar as he tried an ugly slog sweep to his second ball 

and was bowled. Hurley’s confidence faded as they lost 4 wickets for 10 runs to set the 

visitors back as favourites and Hurley languishing on 91-6. Air was breathed into the dying 

Norwegian Blue with an admirable stand of 40 between Steve Taylor (29), moving like the 

Natural History Museum due to a calf strain, and Denis Day (14) creaking like an old rocking 

chair. Tension rose as the score moved on to 131 and 6 overs to get the required 19 runs. 

Walker was called back and bowled Day in his first over of the new spell. His next over saw 

the timbers similarly dislodged as Taylor and Choudrey fell and Hurley’s innings collapsed like 

Didcot cooling towers. Hurley scrambled to 144, but inevitably in the final over succumbed to 

Walker hitting the stumps for the 5th time to give Holyport a narrow victory and condemn 

Hurley to another fight against relegation. An exciting contest well played in good spirit.    


